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connection
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The Do’s & Don’ts To share or
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What happens if you’re in a
relationship with a co-worker?

#GetThere with MTC

Social media for couples

More TIPS TO HELP
YOU SAVE YOUR DATA

great cash deals
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Find the deal that’s designed for who you are and where you’re going to.
#GetThere with MTC
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Coming soon End February 2020

+
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While stocks last. Ts & Cs apply.
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6,999

Huawei Mate 20

N$

7,099

Huawei Mate 20 Pro

N$

9,499

Samsung S10E
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13,299
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Welcome to our world
of connections
As with the first edition of 2020, I would like to say happy New Year
and wish you all a wonderful year of connecting to the best people
and opportunities.
I am excited to present you with the second edition of the MTC
Connect magazine. In this edition, we tackle the joy of being
connected to love.
It is February after all and Cupid, roses and chocolates will soon be
in every window display and on every couple's shopping list.
We unpack the kinds of technology that can help keep romance
sizzling even when people are far from one another.
Furthermore, we pay homage to the Namibia Annual Music Awards
(NAMA) which have allowed fans to love their favourite artists over
the years but are now in their last year. It's been a fantastic journey
and we take a look at the glitz and glamour the NAMA stage has
brought since their inception.
This month’s Connect magazine is filled with nothing but love for all
our readers so you can #GetThere.
Enjoy!

Janet Kapenda
Brand Executive: Marketing
Mobile Telecommunications Ltd

MTC Connect Magazine is a publication of the Mobile Telecommunications
Company.
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Get more for less on select packages
designed for you.
Our select packages are designed to give you more. Now you can achieve more, do more and get more for less.

1.8 GB
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Subscription fee
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3.5 GB
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Subscription fee

12 GB

6 GB
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Subscription fee
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Get more data, control
and choice with MoBiz.
Whether you’re running a start-up or managing a multi-national, choose one of our all-new MoBiz Packages
and enjoy more data,more control, more flexibility for your business.
You can share voice and data on a shared SIM. You can also add a Phone Plan, or just keep your existing device.
And with contracts running to either 12 or 24 months, with MoBiz, the sky is the limit.
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*Add a Shared SIM to share free units @ N$50 per month with a once-oﬀ connection fee of N$218. Cannot be selected on its own must be linked to a Service plan. Ts & Cs apply
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Connect your home with our all-new
SmartShare Packages and share your
voice and data on a shared SIM.
The main member gets 100% of the voice bundle, other members get up to 50%.
You can have up to 5 shared SIMs on the same plan!
Choose between 12 and 24-month contracts, and enjoy more data, more control and more family fun.
These new packages are phone-free, so you can keep the phone you have or pick up a new one on a
separate Phone Plan. The choice is yours!
SIM share voice allocation breakdown:
Master – Always 100%, 1 x Shared SIM – 50%,
2 x Shared SIMs – 33%, 3 x Shared SIMs – 25%, 4 x Shared SIMs – 20%,5 x Shared SIMs – 16%
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*Add a Shared SIM to share free units @ N$50 per month with a once-oﬀ connection fee of N$218. Cannot be selected on its own must be linked to a Service plan. Ts & Cs apply

great contract
deals you’ll love
The best deals await you on our contract packages. Find the deal that’s
designed for who you are and where you’re going to.
#GetThere with MTC

You save

298.29
N$ 7,099

over 24 month

over 24 month

Huawei Mate 20

iPhone 8 64GB

N$

PMx24
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You save
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N$

PMx24

N$ 11,999 Cash Deal

N$

While stocks last. Ts & Cs apply.

mtc.com.na
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You save

N$ 2,386.85

over 24 month

over 24 month

966.63
N$ 22,999 Cash Deal

N$ 22,399 Cash Deal

PMx24

N$ 2,271.89

iPhone 11 Pro 64GB

PMx24

558.29
N$ 13,299 Cash Deal

You save

You save

N$ 1,608.80

You save

N$ 920.94

N$ 867.20

over 24 month

N$

You save

You save

N$ 702.99

PMx24

iPhone 11 Pro Max 64GB

N$

1,054.13
N$ 24,999 Cash Deal

PMx24
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Hello, all new iPhone.
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Dr Licky Erastus:
Connect Magazine (CM) catches up with MTC's recently appointed Chief
Executive Officer, and had a revealing discussion as he shares his views
on life, work and vision for the future.
CM: What three words best describe you?
LE: Introspectionist, candid and strategic.
CM: Who has been the biggest influence on your life? And why?
LE: My late grandmother. With all the hardship we endured growing up, she
influenced me to work hard, have self-discipline and be positive at all times.
In addition, my immediate family and think-fluencers (persons with thought
provoking contributions and personalities) that I have had the pleasure of
interacting with have also had a profound influence on my life.
CM: What lessons has your work-life taught you?
LE: Be humble and work hard, as these two pay off.
CM: Why are you passionate about what you do?
LE: I am highly driven and inspired by the effects that ICT developments have
contributed to the growth and betterment of our societies. Being part of a team
that improves service delivery to our communities is a humbling experience.
CM: Where would you like to see society benefiting most from
telecommunications?
LE: I definitely see the communications space becoming synonymous with
commerce and finance. With technologies such as bitcoin and the evolution of
money into a digital medium, I see the phone totally replacing the wallet in the
not so distant future. MTC is pushing its innovations towards the e-commerce
space. With the Electronic Transaction Bill finally published we will see great
strides for Namibia in this space.
The Communications aspects inherent in the technology make so much
possible. We could all emancipate ourselves from the limits that keep society
from learning and making more of the life we live. This is a gateway to know,
which truly is power.

10
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needed for tomorrow’s digital economy. Namibia needs to be part
of this revolution else we will be spectators in the fourth industrial
revolution (4IR). This will help Namibia bring to life the promised
outcomes of advanced technologies including autonomous vehicles,
smart homes, technology enabled health care, digital agriculture and
much, much more.
CM: As CEO, in which direction do you want to take the
company?
LE: I’m extremely privileged to be at the helm of this company at a
time of profound change. The MTC of the future will move beyond
its market leader moniker. We at MTC are moving into an era,
which will be marked by a change in the way we view Information,
Communications and Technology in general. We intend to do more
than contribute to the development of communications and the
personalisation of technology. We intend on being the digital enabler
of choice for both personal and professional needs alike. Namibia is
connecting more and more with the rest of the world and MTC needs
to be the catalyst that ensures that this happens at a competitive pace
that will enable our consumers’ economic development and effective
integration of technology.
Our customers, wherever they may find themselves will find that we
are moving from a product driven service environment, to one that
allows the customer to experience more of our eco-system. Molding
technology to respond to the environment in a way that more closely
resembles the natural environment is one of my main strategic
objectives.
I believe in collaborative leadership and therefore would not steer
away from the existing business processes but would like to maintain
CM: What do you envision the impact of IoT and 5G will be in

co-operative and supportive staff culture.

Namibia and Africa?
LE: The future will be led by technology, with information as its

CM: MTC recently launched a new TV commercial, what do you

fuel and 5G is part of the building blocks for this future. From

think of it?

industrialisation to informatisation, Africa is lagging behind the rest of

LE: MTC is here to connect people and create a knowledgeable

the world. These technologies will drive the way we manage ICT and

society in the long run. The ad shows MTC as that catalyst to connect

help improve in growing our economy.

societies and bring Namibia closer to the world and what we have
done for our society in Namibia as a whole for the past 25 years and I

With IoT and 5G, MTC plans to build information superhighways

love it!
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TechExpert:
what you
need to
know about
VoLTE

MTC’s VoLTE is an advanced
technology that delivers
high-quality life-like sound
over voice calls across the
MTC LTE/4G network.

What is MTC’s VoLTE?
VoLTE stands for Voice over LTE. It is a technology that allows
users with compatible smartphones to experience superior
quality, high definition voice calling with quicker call set-up time
over the MTC LTE data network instead of the traditional voice
network, i.e. HSPA or 3G or 2G network. With MTC’s VoLTE, sound
quality is vastly improved, almost as if the person on the other

voice call. With VoLTE you can hear the other person clearly, even

end of the phone call is right next to you.

if they are in a noisy place.

How is VoLTE different from standard voice calls?

How do I use VoLTE to make a call?

You will hear less background noise compared to the standard

To enjoy MTC’s VoLTE services, you need to:
12
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• Have a VoLTE enabled handset

Do I need to activate a separate/special package for

• Ensure that your handset has been upgraded with the latest 		

VoLTE service?

software provided by your handset manufacturer

No. The existing plan will support the VoLTE services.

•Ensure that you are using an LTE SIM
Will MTC’s VoLTE calls consume data?

• Verify that the VoLTE voice calling feature has been enabled on
your smartphone.

No. VoLTE calls will not consume any data. It will be charged as
per your normal calls.

For iOS: Settings -> Mobile Data -> Mobile Data Options ->
Enable 4G ->Voice & Data

What happens if I make or receive a call in an area where

For Android: Settings -> Mobile networks -> Turn on VoLTE call.

there is only HSPA or EDGE network coverage or if I travel

*These settings may differ from one handset model to another

outside of the MTC VoLTE coverage area?

depending on the handset manufacturer.

You will still be able to make and receive calls as per normal, just
not on the LTE network. If you or the person you are talking with

For users with Dual SIM handsets, MTC SIM should be inserted in

travels outside the MTC VoLTE coverage area during a VoLTE call,

the SIM slot with data capability and network mode as “4G/3G/2G

then your call will automatically switch to our standard voice

(Auto)”.

service seamlessly transitioning you from LTE to HSPA/3G or 2G
network.

How do I access HD voice call?
You need to be within a LTE coverage area and have a

Can I use MTC's VoLTE internationally?

smartphone that is compatible with VoLTE technology to access

No. This service can only be used nationally.

HD voice call.
What type of SIM card do I need to make use of the VoLTE
Is MTC’s VoLTE available in my area?

service?

VoLTE is available in areas where there is LTE coverage. See MTC’s

You need an MTC LTE SIM card to be able to access the service.

Coverage map for details.
Which Smartphones are compatible with the VoLTE
How will I know if I am on MTC’s VoLTE service?

technology on the MTC LTE network?

For Android users: The “HD/VoLTE” icon will be shown on the top

The following smartphone are compatible with the VoLTE

bar of the screen.

technology on the MTC LTE network:

For iOS users: There is no visual change. However, they can verify

Huawei P20 lite

the VoLTE status through the settings under mobile data.

Samsung Galaxy S8 & S8+
Sony Xperia XZ2

How much does MTC’s VoLTE service cost?

And more devices are being added all the time.

There is no additional cost for VoLTE service. VoLTE is one more
way in which MTC is providing better quality service offerings to

For more information, contact our Customer Care Centre.

its customers.
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Don’t live life nje
Live A Galaxy life

Inﬁnity-U
Display

Ultra-Wide
Shot Camera

All-Day
Battery*

*Battery capacity varies by Galaxy A model. Actual battery life varies by network environment, features and apps used, frequency of calls and messages, number of times charged, and many other
factors. Terms and conditions apply. The visuals portrayed are part of the Galaxy A range, and may differ from other devices in the range. Colour may vary by store. Image simulated.
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700
1500
3
700

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
GB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$53

excluding
VAT

Happy Hours (Free Data):
Between 24h – 6h*

100
700
1
500

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
GB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$32

excluding
VAT

How to Activate:
SMS #AwehGig# to 13400

How to Activate:
SMS #SuperAweh# to 13400

50
150
50
50

FREE
Minutes
FREE
SMSs
MB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$13

excluding
VAT

How to Activate:
SMS #AwehGo# to 13400

Aweh O-Yeah
product allows
customers to
choose a speciﬁc
bundle for each
voice minutes, Data
in Megabytes, SMS
quantity and Data
in Megabytes for
Social media.
How to Activate:
Dial *682# select 7
and choose options

350
700
200
200
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FREE
SMSs
MB FREE
Data
MB Social
Media
Data

N$32

excluding
VAT

How to Activate:
SMS #Aweh# to 13400

Terms & Conditions Apply - Free calls to any national numbers.
All free units received as a once-oﬀ on migration and valid for 7 days.

mtc.com.na

FREE
Minutes

Keep your New
Year's resolutions
with these apps

Most of us make resolutions around the start of the
new year, intent on improving various aspects of our
lives, be it our finances, health (fitness, diet & mental)
or improving our skills. It’s challenging to stay on track
as the year gets rolling and pressure begins to rise.
But it’s essential to take care of yourself in all facets
of life.
To set the right tone for the year, here are some great
apps to support you as you #GetThere in 2020.

16
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Finance

Cooking

Manage your money better

Tasty goals

Mint is a great app for tracking your bank accounts,

Tasty provides great step-by-step instructions (and keeps your

credit cards, and even investments. You can use it to plan

phone’s screen awake while it does so). Most convenient is

budgets and future expenses. Its main focus though is

just how customisable the app is; you can swap out ingredient

providing you with a financial overview, which allows you

brands, purchase pantry items, and adjust serving size for the

to set realistic goals for this year and beyond. Mint is highly

right ingredient amount. With loads of filters, you can choose

secure, available on all operating systems and best of all:

to hide ingredients that go against your dietary goals, such as

it’s free!

meat, gluten, carbs, and more.

Health

E-learning

Get your heart rate going – routinely

Knowledge is power

It’s safe to say we could all use a little nudge to stay on

Talent is universal but opportunities are not. Udemy gives

track when it comes to healthy living. Fortunately, that’s

you access to online learning resources and industry

exactly what Nudge provides by allowing you to connect

leading instructors to help you reach your goals. With over

with and challenge your friends. The app conveniently

40 million students, 130,000 courses in 60+ languages,

integrates with all your other health apps to generate an

Udemy is the leading global marketplace for teaching and

overall score for you based on your last 30 days of activity,

learning. Download the Udemy app and enrol today to get

which you can then compare with your friends and family,

2020 moving your way!

encouraging you to improve your health and that of your
loved ones.
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BTS of Homecoming:

Our new TV Commercial raises national pride
and celebrates the power of connections.
Homecoming tells the story of a father escorting his daughter
to study and work in his homeland, Namibia. It is a bighearted TV commercial full of vast terrain caressed by the
spread of unique cultures that define Namibia as truly the
Land of the Brave. Homecoming is filled with moments of
magic that are brought forward by amazing performances
from its central characters.
We follow the story of a daughter who desires to work in

t scene

Walvis Bay Int. Airpor

Namibia as an engineer. She wants to learn more about her
father’s homeland, her heritage, and in doing so hopes to
contribute to the growth and prosperity of Namibia. Her
father is only too happy to guide her through the land that
has come to define him. He introduces her to the township
where he grew up in, and to his closest friends. Together
they venture deeper into the country on a grand and exciting
road trip to his homestead where they visit his extended
family. Their trip ends with him leaving and she stays behind
to make something of herself. We jump 10 years later, and
she’s developing a Welwitchia-inspired building complex in a

Our go

rgeou

future forward-looking Windhoek.

s lead

actres

s

Homecoming captures breathtaking landscapes and
captivating people, revealing a Namibia many have never
seen, yet is still covered by our network. Homecoming
encourages you to experience and connect to greater
opportunities in Namibia.
Watch this great story on a TV near you.

e desert

in th
Camping

Scan the QR Code to watch MTC's
Homecoming: For Who You Are And Where You're Going
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wife e
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for who you are and
where you’re going
Every step foward takes you further. Keep moving with
the network that keeps you going.

#GetThere with MTC

mtc.com.na
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Exciting new
services coming
soon from MTC

Airtime Advance
It's late at night and you urgently need to make a call but the only
response you’re getting is “You have insufficient funds to make
this call”. We get it, it’s frustrating. That’s why we’re launching
Airtime Advance. Now you can pre-select an amount of airtime
even when your balance is on zero, do what you have to do then
pay back the next time you recharge.
Data Gifting

2020 promises to be a year of
convenience with MTC launching
several new products and services
to help you #GetThere.

Love is in the airwaves and what better time to give the ones you
hold near and dear the gift of data. Data Gifting allows you to
buy a data bundle for someone else directly from your available
credit. This alleviates the hassle of purchasing airtime for
someone and them having to then convert it to a data bundle.
Data Transfer
It’s 2020, if you can send airtime then you should be able to send
data directly. That’s why we’re introducing Data Transfer, similar
to airtime transfer. This service allows you to send a chunk of
your available data to another MTC subscriber. It’s a quick and
convenient way to stay connected.
Multiple Aweh
It’s frustrating when your data, voice or SMSs are depleted
but you still have to wait for your 7 day Aweh subscription to
end. Introducing Multiple Aweh, the service that allows you to
subscribe up to three Aweh packages at a time. Multiple Aweh
allows you to layer your subscriptions so you always get to enjoy
the most of your MTC data, voice and SMS offerings.

21

Galaxy S10+ | Note10+

Power of

online booking to
best holiday ever
Search. Click. Select. Click. Check-in. Check-out. Post memories.
The world awaits and MTC is there every step of the way

#GetThere with MTC

mtc.com.na
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The Love
Connection

O

ne morning while making breakfast, my friend

Several months pass by and one night while we were

walks into the kitchen looking rather worse

catching up over Skype, I asked her how things were going

for wear after a long night of partying. There

and she sighed, “It’s alright”. The signal that she’s probably

was no need for words, she’s my best friend

over him, or vice versa. She explained that they’d hung out

and we often speak in silence. This was until I noticed her

a few times but the vibe didn’t feel like anything beyond

smiling to herself before sipping her coffee. I knew then

being friends.

that I’m going to need to sit down for this story.

After scrolling through a couple of
photos of him, I turned to Elaine
and told her blatantly that if she
doesn’t ‘shoot her shot’, I will. She
knew I was serious. We’ve always
been super honest when it comes to
dating and to the point of comedy.
So she got to it.

“Okay spill the beans”
“I met this guy last night, he’s hella fine. Come check his
Instagram-”
That was the day I first saw my future husband.

Chapter 1: Sign-up
After scrolling through 3 or 4 photos of him, I turned to
Elaine and told her blatantly that if she doesn’t “shoot her
shot”, I will. She knew I was serious. We’ve always been very

Two weeks later and I’m back home in Windhoek for the

honest with each other and dating was no different. She got

holidays. The rest of my family had travelled out of town for

to it, and I gave them their space. Literally. I had to go back

a week, leaving me home alone. Naturally I asked Elaine to

to Canada for varsity.

come stay over.

25

On a night out with friends,

Amu and I spent so much

Elaine turns to me

time talking to each other

and whispers, “he’s

that we developed a

coming”. I took that

system for which Aweh

as the signal that

bundle to purchase,

she was okay with

and when to register

me approaching him.

so that the depletion of

He walked up to our

one coincided with the

table, hugged Elaine and

subscription of the other's.

introduced himself, Amu.
One night after a long call session,

Chapter 2: Enter details

Amu says to me,

Like a snap magnet when plugging

“Babe, I’m gonna head to bed”

your phone to charge, our connection was

“Babe? I think I might like that”

instantaneous and revitalising. We spoke with such

“Well then, Babe it is”.

ferocity as though our conversation may be cut short.
We were officially in a relationship.
He was originally from Rundu but was living in Windhoek,
studying medicine at UNAM although he wished he had studied
Computer Science because he was more fascinated by how
artificial intelligence could further enhance the digital experience
of human relationships, especially opportunities for co-creation.
He spoke with such precision that it was clear to me that here
was a young man who spends a lot of time introspecting and I
found that ridiculously attractive.
We shared childhood stories, the games we played and the places
we went. We laughed at how before we had phones as teens, the
only way to meet up was a promise – the adventures of corner
loving lol… I nerded out on my love for music production and
played him a couple of instrumentals I’d done. He followed me
on SoundCloud right there and then. All the while, Elaine gave
me the occasional grin, egging me on.

Chapter 3: Friend Request
The following morning, I told Elaine that we had exchanged
numbers. She gave me her approval and for that I am eternally
grateful.
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Chapter 4: Location Services
A week after we started dating, I had to fly back to Canada for my
final year of studies. We figured it would only be some 11 months
before we were back in the same city so it was worth making
long-distance work – little did we know it would be a further
three years until we would be physically reunited once again.

Like a snap magnet when plugging
your phone to charge, our
connection was instantaneous and
revitalising.

Amu, ever the systematic thinker, encouraged us to develop an
ecosystem of digital platforms with which we’d communicate
through on a regular basis. We would often take selfies on
Snapchat then save them on a shared Dropbox file. Facebook was
a means for us to share our thoughts on interesting articles with
our mutual friends and foster conversations, which helped make
our relationship feel more inclusive and real. Skype dates were
hilariously strange because of the time difference but we owned
it; I would be having dinner while he was preparing breakfast.
On days that felt particularly lonely, we would FaceTime with a
twist. For example, he’d put his phone in his shirt pocket with
the camera facing his surroundings then go about his regular
day while chatting with me through his earphones. It felt like we
spent the day venturing through it all together, and this made it
all worth it.
On WhatsApp we had an ongoing competition for who could
send the quirkiest voice note, emoji and GIF (‘til this day we keep
score on a shared Note file).

Chapter 5: People near you
Fast forward nearly four challenging years. I’m entering the
arrivals lounge at Hosea Kutako. When I spot his curly afro,
I immediately drop my luggage, run and jump on him. We
eventually let go and I’m walking back to get my bags. Around me
I hear gasps but I’m too excited to give them any attention. When
I finally turn around. There he is. On one knee. The shock could’ve
sent me straight back to Toronto. I didn’t even wait for him to
finish asking the question, I said yes. Yes. Yes. Yes!
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To share or
not to share?

Social media for couples

S

ure, we all get tempted to brag about our relationship on
social media. I mean there’s nothing better than being
in love, and if you feel strongly about your partner, you

Slide out of the DMs

certainly want to share those feelings with the world.

with your significant other. After all, what’s there to hide?

If it’s not business related, why do you need to direct message?
Keeping conversations open on social, maintains transparency

Social media can certainly make it harder to have a healthy
relationship. But there are also a ton of upsides that can make
your bond even stronger. It can help you feel more secureespecially earlier on in your relationship. Making the commitment
to be a couple isn't something that happens secretly between two
people, it’s also a social event that puts a boundary around your
intimacy and lets others know that there is a connection between
the two of you that is more than casual, so why not share.

Take a break

Additionally, social media makes it easier for you to share
things you're proud of your partner for, like completing projects,
earning a promotion or anything else they've worked hard for.
Acknowledging your partner positively is a great way to keep
your loving connection, and social platforms make it easy to show
them how much you appreciate them. With that said here’s a few
tips on how to avoid unnecessary friction:

It is advisable to have a heart to heart conversation about what is

Many of us love social media, but it’s important to know when
it’s time to take a break. Spending too much time on social
media can make your partner begin to wonder what’s quite so
interesting. It also takes time away from actually enjoying your
significant other's company.
Set communication expectations
and what is not appropriate for your relationship on social media
with your significant other. Trying to ignore it may just leave both
of you frustrated.
Stop airing dirty laundry
This is what journals or real-life conversations are for. Your
significant other should not know that you’re angry or hurt from

No comparisons!
Always keep in mind never to compare your relationship to the
timelines of others or get caught up in the illusion of options. It’s
easy for someone else’s relationship to seem better than yours

your latest Facebook update. Some things are meant to be kept
between you and your partner. Talk to them instead of tweeting
about them.

from afar, but social media is rarely the total reality.
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Remember everyone's watching
Private page or not, social media is a public forum, and there are
always ways to see what’s going on. Screenshots are real. Don’t
say it if you may not want someone to find it later, especially the
person you love.

melting, “aww” posts of you and your significant other and
“ok get over it already” posts. There’s no reason your entire
relationship needs to play out in detail via social media because
often, you might come off looking really insecure and desperately
in need of outside validation.

Beware of relationship oversharing
Constantly posting about how in love you are with your
impossibly incredible partner is adorable and all but how much
is too much? There seems to be a very thin line between heart
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The Do's & Don'ts of
Office Romance
What to do if you’re in a
relationship with a co-worker?
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My husband and I worked in the same office for two years before we started dating.
When I first joined the company, we quickly became friends. He was someone to vent to
about workplace stress, laugh with between breaks, and have lunch with in the cafeteria.
We developed feelings for each other but repressed them because we were nervous
about our colleagues finding out.

I

started to distance myself from him, but after a year I

It is valuable to have that
discussion and figure out
what works best for the
both of you as a couple
and as professionals.

realized that what my colleague and I had was a special
friendship that couldn’t be replaced. We began talking again,
sparks began to fly and I gathered the courage to let the

workplace know.
We began dating and took the next step by filling out HR forms.
We have been together for a year and a half and are currently
living together. Although I moved to a different office, we still
work for the same company. We get to drive together, eat lunch
and spend our evenings with each other. We got married in
December 2018.

DO: Establish ground rules early and often.
With that I feel I have some notes worth sharing when it comes to

On our first official date, my then boyfriend and I decided to

dating your co-worker:

setup some rules there and then:
1. No talking about our relationship at work.

DO: Seriously consider whether it’s worth it.

2. Not having any sort of managerial relationship at work.

You need to think it through whether you would be comfortable

3. No displays of affection when around co-workers, including

in your job if things don’t work out.

office functions.

DON’T: Rush into it.

Those may be our rules, but it is valuable to have that discussion

A close friend of mine told me about how her boss pushed her

and figure out what works best for the both of you as a couple

to start dating her now-ex. It was a true startup environment and

and as professionals.

she had been friends with her boss before working together. A
month or so later she began dating her colleague. She admits,

Lastly, I would recommend that if you are going to date a co-

there was no reason to jump right into it. They could’ve waited

worker, go to your HR officer and find out what are the company’s

a little longer, which as it turns out, probably would have done

policies when it comes to dating in the workplace. There’s no

them both some good and avoided the awkwardness that was to

algorithm to those we connect with, what’s most important is our

come with heartbreak.

contribution to the business and the workplace environment and
ensuring those around us feel comfortable, valued and respected.
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Charge less. Do more.

The fastest chip in a smartphone and incredible battery life*.
So you can do more of what you love, all day long

Now available at selected MTC MobileHomes
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#SaveYourData
• Save your data by turning off auto download on your phone to
avoid updates and downloads while you are not connected to
Wi-Fi.
• Limit sending or downloading pictures, streaming music online
or updating apps use more data.
• Automatic app updates, downloads, streaming, auto-play
videos and software updates consume high volumes of data.
• Sharing of images and videos via WhatsApp can be data
consuming. To save mobile data consumption, set your
WhatsApp to download videos and large files only when on
Wi-Fi.
• Even when your phone is in your pocket or you are asleep,
social media apps and many other apps use background data.
Therefore, turning off data when you are not using it will help
avoid unexpected background data charges.
• Location services can consume data. You can avoid unnecessary
data charges by turning off location services.
• 4G allows faster internet connection and offers better video
quality. However, you can also use more data on 4G because
the faster internet access means you will be able to view your
favourite content at much higher quality.
• To switch mobile data off on Android: (1.) Swipe down on your
phone screen, (2.) Go to Settings and select Data Usage, Mobile
Data OFF.
• Switching mobile data off on iOS: (1.) Settings, (2.) Cellular Data
and click OFF.
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The NAMA
curtain to come
down for MTC
After 10 years, marking its final and 10th
anniversary, the Namibian Annual Music
Awards (NAMA) 2020 promises to be the
stunner we have all come to expect.

S

ince its inception in 2011, under the partnership of

prize monies event compared to all national

MTC and NBC, the NAMAs have been the biggest

award ceremonies in Africa and the governance

social event on the Namibian calendar, and the final

process and framework has been nothing but

edition of the popular awards ceremony under the MTC

world-class.

sponsorship is scheduled to take place during early May 2020.
It has handsomely rewarded the artists for their talent,
In 2011, MTC and NBC entered into a partnership to revive the

creativity and commitment to delivering quality music

Namibian Annual Music Awards. The project was then known as

to the Namibian public. The prize money ranged from the

the Sanlam/NBC Music Awards.

minimum of N$30,000 per category to a whopping N$250,000
for the top tier categories such as Best Male and Female Artist

The NAMAs quickly grew to become one of the best national

and Artist of the Year Category.

music award ceremonies on the African continent reaching a
global audience of over 58 million television viewers in over 180

Spread across a staggering 26 categories, this year’s nominees

countries.

are set to showcase the best of Namibian music from all corners
of the country, culminating in the final curtain call for the Awards.

To date, MTC has invested a total of N$70 million over the last 10

One of the highlights of the NAMA 2020 is the Artist of the

years, while it started with an initial budget of N$3 million in 2011.

decade award, to celebrate that one artist which by definition is

The NAMAs is unique, unlike other awards show, where no

the artist that has won the most NAMA awards collectively over

prizes are paid to winners. The NAMAs did exactly the opposite

the ten-year tenure.

and has heralded itself as by far the best and most competitive
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The best and most competitive
prize monies compared to all
national award ceremonies in
Africa and the governance process
and framework has been nothing
but world-class.

Last year, Lize Ehlers was the biggest winner as Artist of The Year,

and unforgettable edition of the NAMA. Tickets will be available

Best Female Artist of The Year and Best House Artist. In addition

through Web Tickets and the price, including the availability, will

to pocketing N$250, 000, Ehlers also went on an all-expenses

be announced to the public at a later stage. Make sure to secure

paid trip to Thailand as part of her winnings.

your ticket once they become available to witness the biggest
ever NAMA event held in the country.

Following with two awards each are Gazza, Exit, Top Cheri and
KK. Gazza triumphed in the Best Afro Pop and Best Song of The

MTC gives a wholehearted thanks and immense gratitude to

Year categories while Exit came tops in the Best Kwaito and Best

all the corporate sponsors who gave their support in making

Male Artist of The Year.

each NAMA event over the past 9 years possible. Without their
unwavering support and commitment, the event would not have
reached the success it has obtained to date.

MTC together with its partner NBC vowed to deliver the final
35

The perfect pair gadgets for
your phone
Smartphones have become such a big part of our lives. We use them as alarm clocks, for communication, and for payments.
However, sometimes, you want more and we made a list of awesome smartphone gadgets that can turn your phone into basically
anything - from a refreshing fan to a pocket-sized microscope

Smartphone with
keyboard projector

Tripod

Camera
lenses

Keyboard projectors are a new hit

The handy little smartphone tripod

Now, you can also take professional

in the smartphone gadget industry.

fits any phone. With adjustable legs

photos with your phone. With a

Some of the manufacturers have

and non-slip pads, the tripod can be

variety of lenses to choose from,

even introduced phones with this

set up just about anywhere. It has

this can be the game changer you

inbuilt technology.

octopus style legs to help you to get

need for your photography.

the perfect angle, even when you're
on the move.

Game Controller

Thermometer

Gamers will love this! A game
controller that helps you battle all the
enemies on your smartphone’s screen!

Digital Highlighter

Use your smartphone with this

This device works as a highlighter, but better because it

awesome gadget to check the

helps store the parts of the text you need to highlight in a

temperature of almost anything.

digital format.
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online booking to
best holiday ever
gallery to

instagram

Search. Click. Select. Click. Check-in. Check-out. Post memories.
The world awaits and MTC is there every step of the way

#GetThere with MTC

Lights. Camera. Post.

#GetThere with MTC

mtc.com.na
mtc.com.na
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What song can you listen to on repeat?

any gospel song

Old skool or new skool lifestyle?

Old skool

Window or aisle seat on a plane?

Aisle

Who’s your current TV character obsession?

Denzel Washington

What’s a must-have clothing item everyone should own?

shoes

What’s something you notice about someone when you
first meet them?

their dress code

Back of the
book

What’s your biggest regret?

I have no regrets
What’s your favourite childhood game?

soccer

We recently connected with Tim
Ekandjo to ask him some rapid
fire questions, so you can get to
know MTC's Chief Human Capital
& Corporate Affairs Officer better.

What’s your dream vacation destination?

anywhere as long as I am with my
family
What’s the first thing you check when you switch your
phone on in the morning?

my calendar for the day

What’s your favourite time of the day?

When last did you take a selfie?

all day

yesterday with my daughter

What’s the best compliment you’ve ever received?

DJ or live band?

that I am arrogant

band

Sweet or savoury?

What are you looking forward to most in 2020?

sweet

a better life for all Namibians
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There’s nothing quite like iPhone.

iPhone 6s

iPhone XR

iPhone 8

32GB

64GB

64GB

Every iPhone features a beautiful design, advanced cameras, a gorgeous Retina display,
incredible performance, ultrafast wireless, long battery life,* iOS 12, the App Store, and secure
authentication. Which is why there’s nothing quite like iPhone.
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experience a faster,
clearer & better
connection with
MTC’s VoLTE service.
For more information contact the
MTC Customer Care Centre or visit the MTC website.

Ts & Cs Apply

mtc.com.na

